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looked a- J·
Dec1·d es
be
MR.CRAFT
cross the supper
I -!- ~Dl Y
t
O
table at his young
J.

son, his face on the
~
instant
appearing ~
very grim and severe.
''Jimmy," said he, "you've
got to cut out this thing of
going swimming night after
night.
It's getting so you
do scarcely any work duri~g
the day.
If you would stay
at home
nights and work
days, as
you
should, you
probably would learn to be a
plumber. As you are going it
now,you will never amount to
anything at the business.
Samson, the foreman,adm itted
to me to-day that for the
past week you have done little else than kill time."
Jimmy wasn't wholly unprepared for this rebuke. And a
c~rtatn doggedness seemed to
settle over him as he replied:
"I'll never make a plumber,Dad, for the reason,give n
to you before, that I don't
like it. It seems monotonous
and---and common. I want to
leave the shop and get a
cleaner job, in a bank or
office, where I'll have a
chance to be something some
day.
Swimming
in
the
lake evenings has nothing to
do with my feeling toward
the work that you expect me
to do.
I like to swim,

".T his is the third
summer you've worked
at the shop during
~ vacation;
and
you
~
are of
less
real
use to-day than you
By GEORGE w. CLOW
were two years ago. It isn't
shiftlessne ss--I know you've
that's all.
If I liked got plenty of ambition. It's
plumbing half as well as I just because you make yourlike swimming I could keep self dissatisfied by dream- ·
my mind on my work. But I ing of other jobs instead of
just don't like plumbing, as applying yourself to the job
I've told you before.
I you have.
You're restless
can't bring myself to be- and don't know
what you
come interested in it,"
.really do want. Now, I want
Mr. Craft gave an angry you to buckle down to your
snort and pushed back from work and make some headway.
the table,waddi'n g his napkin If you don't, I~ll just have
and placing it beside his to cut off your pay, that's
plate with a thump of his all."
big fist.
Jimmy
Craft
didn't go
"You want something clean- swimming in Lake Erie that
er!
A white-colla r job! night.
Instead, he kept to
Your dad's plumbing business a secluded corner of the
isn't good enough for you! • front porch, deep in moody
Bah! Let me tell you, young thoughts. He felt a bit anfellow, that a white collar gry toward his father; felt
doesn't bring any finer sue- very much abused, in fact.
cess or greater contentment Certainly his father wasn't
than a pipe wrench. It's no doing right by keeping him
reflection on a man to get at work in a dingy, greasy
dirty outside if he's clean plumbing shop when the whole
inside. Plumbing is an hon- atmosphere and activity of
orable business.
You can the place was distasteful
come to like the work and to him!
make a success of it if you
Wnen du~k settled in Jimmy
set your mind on it."
put on his cap and sauntered
"Dad, I can't---"
down the street.
It was
"You never
really have natural for . him to seek the
tried," cut in Mr. Craft. shore of Lake Erie, and here

a Plumber .

--------------- --~---- ------------------
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he lay in the warm white sand as the moon
came up and touched the mirror-like. surface
of the lake with shafts of silvery light.
Under the quieting influences of the night
the tumult within Jimmy slowly subsided.
Perhaps,after all,his father was not wholly
wrong. Still--He looked across the
cove to where the moonlight played. on the
elaborated summer homes of those wealthy
city people who came to Shamden to spend
the sultry months within reach of the cooling lake breezes.
"They're lucky!" he mused, a bit enviously.
"Lots of kale; and they don't have
to work in a dirty old plumbing shop."
In the days that followed, Jimmy made a
supreme effort to apply himself to his work
and was surprised at the progress he made.
But if he took a greater interest in his
duties, always there was in his mind the
thought of the OTHER job.
Just what the
other job was to be was rather vague, but
he was determined that there was going to
be such a job. Certainly he wasn't going
to back down . and put in the rest of his
days in a plumbing shop!
Early in July one of the summer residents, H.B.Brickman, a Buffalo financier,
invited Jimmy ' s father, and Bratley and
Sprague, Shamden's other plumbing shop, to
bid on a big job. The man owned two extensive cottages on the lake shore, and it
was his intention to equip both cottages
with modern plumbing.
"It' 11 ruD into thousands ·of dollars, "
Mr. Craft told Jimmy. A whimsical smile
passed over the man's rugged face; and
placing his hand on the boy's shoulder he
added:
"Jimmy, if I land this job it will
enable me to turn a mighty nice profit for
the year. And can you guess what I'm going
to do with some of the money?"
"A new auto?" guessed Jimmy.
Mr. Craft shook his head.
"No, Jimmy. I'm going to use some of the
money to get you started right on that
other job that you've been thinking about
and dreaming about all summer."
"But, Dad---" Jimmy
cut in uneasily.
Somehow he felt anything but happy. He
couldn't define his feelings. He just felt
queer.
"I've been thinking about you a lot lately," went on Mr. Craft, a kindly light coming into his eyes as he regarded Jimmy.
"I'm wrong, lad ., in keeping you in the
plumbing shop if your heart isn't there---

and I can see that it isn't, though your
It's a
work has been a lot better lately.
disappointment to me, Jimmy---your not taking a liking to the business. Ever since
you were a little shaver Mother and I have
planned how you some day would take over
the business.
But we're going to forget
about that, because we want to see you
·happy and · contented. So, Jimmy, you. have
something to look forward to. If I land the
l3rickman job I'm going to relea·se you
and you can look about for that other
position---and I'm going to make you a nice
allowance, because
sometimes the whitecollar jobs don't pay well at the start,and
I want to see you live wel 1."
.
Jimmy had the feeling that his face was
scarJet. He felt like a traitor, though
why he should feel this way he could not
determine. Certainly he should feel very
happy, knowing that his fondest ambitions
were to be realized!
It was a relief to
him when a workman
drew his father's
attention.
Mr. Craft became uneasy when two weeks
passed and he received no word relative to
the outcome of his bid.
He learned indirectly that Bratley and Sprague were in the
same boat. Then one morning Mr. Brickman
telephoned for a plumber to come to his
main cottage and overhaul the pump that
drew water from the lake for domestic
use. But he made· no mention of the big
plumbing job that was hanging fire.
Samson and Jimmy were sent out on the
job. In the middle of the forenoon Samson
told his young assistant to take the truck
and return to the shop for a special
wrench. When Jimmy rattled past the Brickman tenant cottage he observed Bratley and
Sprague's truck parked in the drive. It was
a coincidence, he thought, that the rival
plumbing companies should both be doirig
work for Mr. Brickma.n on the same day.
Then he gave a gasp as a ray of suspicion
penetrated his mind.
Stealthily he crept
through the shrubbery until he came within
sight of the pump house on the lake shore.
Yes, Bratley and a helper were at work on
the pump! Jimmy lost no time reporting the
matter to his father.
"By George!" exploded Mr. Craft. "I see
what Brickman's up to. Our bids were probably so near alike that he couldn't let the
job on price,and this is a scheme of his to
determine which concern does the best work.
Jimmy, you beat it back and (See page 20.)
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Here They Are, Partners; the New ALL-STARS!
Lookit! Lookit! ! Lookit! ! !
More members for the
BOY PARTNERS ALL-STAR Club!
Some gang, we'll say.
Are they Live Wires?
We'll say they are!
Are they
full of PEP? Oh, boy!---ARE they! You just naturally
have got to be a live wire and a leader to become an
ALL-STAR.
You've got to have pep and snap and "git" .
Why?
Because the ONLY way you can become an ALL-STAR
and enjoy the distinction of wearing the coveted ALLSTAR pin is by getting 5 subscribers to BOY PARTNERS .

WALTER BAZAN C.. is the first ALL-STAR
aristocrat for August. Maybe you ' ve
heard of Radom, Ill. Yep, that's where
Walt lives. It was just an ordinary
·burg till Walt skidded into view and
began to put pep into things. Walt is
one real guy.
His letters are great!
And this winter we ' re going to publish
some articles on boxing that he has
worked out for us.
Walt is a bug on
boxing. · And best of all he's our good
friend and pal.
IVAN VIRGIL HANCOCK B¥ says the best
thing about BOY PARTNERS is the "dope"
on writing. Ivan ' s goal is journalism.
Watch him, Partners! He's a winner.
He says: "I didn't realize until I put
my ALL-STAR pin on that I was an ALLSTAR all over.
It certainly makes a
fellow feel
dignified---though
at
first some of my pals thought I was
chief of police!" Ivan has written an
ALL-STAR song, but we haven ' t space
this time to publish all of it.
He
makes us glad all over by ending his
song with:
Others may be larger far
Than several BOY PARTNERS
together are;
But B.P and Edward Edson Lee
Are good enough for me .
Ivan lives in Zionville, Ind.
LESTER A. HANSLER
is a California
Partner, a story writer, a member of
the Editorial
board of THE BOYS'
"MAGAZINE, and a stamp dealer. It is
an accepted article on stamps that
earned for
him
the Contributor's
title. Lester writes: "Many thanks
for my ALL-STAR pin.
It sure is a
dandy!"
His
address is, 793 N.
Bradford St., Pomona, Calif. ·

c•

ROBERT E. LEE B.. is SOME Scout---one of
North Carolina ' s biggest Lone Scout
Boosters and President of the LENOIR
COUNTY BOOSTERS TRIBE.
Bob doesn't
say whether he's a grand-nephew or
great-uncle or something or other of
the great General of the same name-~but his name is LEE, so we're for him
a million different ways.
Bob's home
burg is Kinston, N.C.
ARTHUR P. LENNON B.. hails from Provo,
Utah, the land of deserts, salt lakes
and tabernacles.
Art is one of these
modest fellows and doesn't say much
about himself in his letters.
He
sticks right to business, and we feel
he sure will be SOME business man
som~ day.
Art has written a funnyending detective story that we may
have a place for later on .
JAMES C. RAMSEY B.. is the most brand
new ALL-STAR.
His five subs came in
just as we were getting ready to set
this page, and you can bet your Sunday shirt we were happy to make room
f-0r Jim.
He has sent us a story, but
we haven't had a chance as yet to
read it.
Jim's greatest ambition is
to write good stories and it probably won't . be long before you see
some of his work in BOY PARTNERS. Jim
says: "I think OUR little magazine is
GREAT!" His home town is Roswell, New
Mexico .
FLEMON SELLERS C¥ is the IMA LYRE gink
from Oilton, Okla. We figure from his
snappy letters that he is the livest
thing in his section of Oklahoma.
He
has written more LYRE yarns and we
will use them as we have the opportunity. He sure has SOME imagination!
He writes: "Gosh, but ( See page 20. )
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Troubles in Doubles I
II
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LJ
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T NOW was
warm water.
plain to I I
"W-ough!"
I I
us that we
yells
ClarI I
were
face
ence.
"You
I
I I I
to
face I I I
A SEQUEL TO "THE ROSE-COLORED CAT," AS
I I I idiots! It
wi th a real I I I
is hot!"
FEATURED IN THE AMERICAN BOY .
I
mystery . Who L.J L- Edward Edso n Lee Illustrated by Howard Wallace
_.J
"That is
was
this
the way Old
man in number six? What was break the glad news to Clar- ordered it," says Scoop.
his business in Tutter? That ence that we were going to
"We
ought
to have a
. the twin babies were in- give him a warm bath.
brush," says Red.
volved, we hadn ' t a doubt in
"Go chase yourself," says
"I know where we can get
the world. And as nearly as he angrily. "I guess I know one , " says I. · "I saw one
we could figure it out the when I need a bath."
under the kitchen sink."
smallpox patient was plan"Must be a floor brush,"
"Old Doc's orders," says
ning to get possession of Scoop.
says Scoop.
them.
"I don ' t care a rap about
"What's the difference?"
Just before dusk Old Doc that. I ain ' t going to take says Peg. "I guess washing
called up on the telephone.
a bath. Get me?"
Clarence with it won't hurt
"How's the
Carey boy?"
''We ' ve got to do our du- it none." As I scooted down
says he.
ty," says Scoop. "It's Old the stairs he called after
"He ' s in bed," says I.
Doc ' s orders, and we ' ve got me: "Bring up the mop, too,
"Restin' easy?''
to do as he says."
Jerry."
"He is as far as I know,"
"Beat it, I tell you. I
"Where do we start in
says I.
don't want a bath."
first?" says Scoop, when I
"Have his bath?"
"Take hold of him, fel- was back in the bathroom
"Not to-day , "
lows," says Scoop.
with the brush.
have a warm
''Ought to
Red jerked away the covers
"We might start at the
bath. Where ' s Mrs. Maloney?" and Scoop and I stripped him head and wash down," says
I explained about her lame of his pajamas. He scratched Peg. "Or at the bottom and
knee. Scoop stoop just back and kicked and even tried to wash up," says I.
of me taking it all in.
bite us.
Finally we rolled
"Oh, won't you guys catch
"Tell him we' 11 give Clar- him in a sheet and dragged it for this!" yells Clarence his bath," says he with him along the floor to the ence.
a grin.
bathroom. Peg was there and
"Let's start at the top,"
"All right," says Old Doc, had the tub half full of says Red.
"All right," says
when
I
delivered - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Scoop's
message.
Scoop, reaching for
"See that the water
the soap.
is good and warm.
"I won't
stand ·
It'll bring out the
COOP, RED, Peg and Jerry chance upon a for
this," yells ,
rash."
man and woman, with twin babies, hiding Clarence, trying to
"Leave it to us," in Simmons Cave, fearing arrest from a mys- break
away
and
says I.
terious detective. - Later the boys are ~cramble out of the
"Paddy
Gorbett taken to the town pest house, the old health tub.
show up yet?"
officer thinking they have smallpox when in
"Sit down for it
"He ' s out in front reality the . "spots" on t .he i r hands ar.e due then,~ says Scoop,
with his shotgun."
to hot drippings from a candle. At the pest soaking him on the
"Humph!
That ' s house Mrs. Maloney is caring for a smallpox nose
with
the
all. I'll be out to patient, a stranger.
The boys seek to es- sponge.
see you the first cape but find Paddy Gorbett on guard. They
We soaped Clarthing in the morn- begin to take a happier view of things when ence from head to
ing."
it becomes evident that as long as they are foot and all the
I hung up the re- kept shut in they'll escape school. Clar- way back.
Then we
ceiver in a jiffy ence Carey, a.n enemy, is brought to the pest rinsed him off. He
and beat it upstairs house by the old doctor. Mrs. Maloney's looked pretty clean
in company with the rheumatism causes her · to keep to her bed, when we got through
other
fellows
to leaving the boys to run things.
with him, though he

I

This Tells What Has Happened

S

B

didn't look very happy. He
was nice and pink.
"Just wait," says he, when
we dumped him into his bed.
"I '11 get eve.n with you guys
for this. My time's coming."
The bath had taken considerable time and it was after
ten o'clock when · we turned
in.
Clarence lay perfectly
still, as though he were
sound asleep. But I was soon
to learn that he was faking.
About
an hour
later I awakened
and
heard
him
dressing. He evidently had made up
his mind to skin
out for home. I
snickered to myself when I pictured what would
happen to him the
moment he
poked
his nose out of
the front
door.
He
didn't
know
Paddy Gorbett was
on guard.
When
he
was
dressed he slipped
We rolled
out of the ward
and down the stairs as quiet
as you please. I was pretty
certain he wouldn't be able
to get away and took my time
awakening the other fellows.
'' S-h-h- h ! " says I . "Don, t
make a sound."
"What's the
rip?" says
Scoop, rubbing his eyes.
"Clarence is beating it
down the stairs," says I.
He had a hand lamp and
from the stairs we could
see him at the front door.
It was unlocked. Just as he
was about to step through
the open
door · a shotgun
stared him in the face.
"Git back in thar, you
young
scamp , " says Paddy
Gorbett.
"Go-09-..:.night!" says Clarence, falling back and wilting. "Who-o are you?"
"Never mind who I be. You
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git in thar whar you belong.
"Maybe it, s .a ghost," says
If I
catch
you
tryin' Red, his eyes popping out.
t ' sneak out ag'in I'll pep- "Twelve o ' clock is always
per you with bird-shot."
the time when ghosts walk.
At that
moment we let Let's beat it, fellows."
loose and gave Clarence the
''Ghosts don, t RAP," says
horselaugh.
Peg. "A ghost walks RIGHT
"Was the little feller go- THROUGH a door."
in' home
to his
mama?"
After talking about ghosts
says Scoop in jeering tones. we were all feeling kind of
"Does he
want him own shaky when
we cautiously
'ittle beddie?" says Peg.
opened the kitchen door.
Clarence was furious.
".Well, I, 11 be jiggered!"
says Scoop when he
saw what was on
the
back porch,
directly in front
of
the
kitchen
door. It was the
twin babies we had
seen
in Simmons
Cave.
They were
tucked
into · a
wicker
basket,
both sound asleep.
When
we dragged
the basket
into
the
kitchen
we
found a note tied
to
the
handle.
Scoop's hands sort
of trembled as he
him in a sheet and dragged him to th~ bathroom.
untied
the note
''Shut up!'' he screamed, and spread it out. I guess
stomping up the stairs. He he was
thinking
of the
went into the ward, slamming smallpox
patient in room
the door after him.
number six,and about the ten
This made us laugh all the thousand dollars.
Then he
harder.
But a moment later read:
our laughter was cut short.
Just after he disappeared
Please help an unfortuinto the ward we heard a
nate moth~r, and accept
knock on the kitchen door.
these babies into your
Who could it be at that
home.
I will call for
time of night?
Certainly
them in a few days and
not the guard. We could hear
pay you well for any
him on the
front porch.
trouble they may cause
Neither was it likely to be
you. Please do not tell
Old Doc.
your neighbors about the
"We're going to have combabies or this note and
pany," says Scoop, trying to
you will be doubly react unconcerned. I guess,
warded.
though, he
was as badly
frightened as the rest of
CHAPTER EIGHT.
us.
OR A moment we couldn, t
"Fine time of night to
think of very much to
have
callers," says Peg. say. We just stood there
"It's twelve o'clock."
like a lot of ninnies and
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looked down on the sleeping babies. After
what we had overheard at the cave and what
s~oop had pumped out of the man in number
six, it was plain that there was some mystery connected with the twins.
The man in
number six seemed anxious to get possession
of them, and it did seem queer to have them
drop into our hands in this way.
Scoop scratched his head thoughtfully.
"I'd be willing to bet dollars to doughnuts," says he,"that whoever left the twins
here doesn't know it is a pest house and
full of smallpox germs. No mother who
really cared for her babies would leave 'em
at a place like this."
"I guess we know who left 'em here, all
right," says Peg. "It was the man and
woman we saw in the cave. Don't you recall,
fellows?---the man said something about
dropping the twins somewhere and beating
it? Well, that's what they've done, I'll
say."
"You're right," says Scoop.
"But as I
was saying, I'll bet when they left the
twins here they didn't know about it being
a pest house. They probably picked out this
place because it stands by itself in a
· field, away from the other houses. It's
plain they don't want everybody in town to
know about the twins being here. They
thought if they picked out a place like
this the neighbors wouldn't be so likely to
find out about the matter.''
"But how about the man in number six?"
says I. "It looks as though they WANTED
him to know."
"That's something I can't figure out,"
says Scoop, looking puzzled.
"Unti 1 now I
had figured they were trying to keep the
babies out of his reach; and if that is so
it's hard to account for them leaving the
twins here."
''Maybe they didn't know about him being
here," says Peg.
"That could be," says Scoop. "Anyway,
that's how I'm going to look at it." After
a minute or two he gave a low whistle and
snapped his fingers excitedly.
"Say, fellows, we're in luck," says he, his eyes
sparkling.
''How so?'' says Peg.
"We're lucky ~o get hold of the twins in
this way--considering the big pile of money
at stake."
"You mean the ten thousand dollars?" says
Peg.
"You bet."
Peg laughed
and says:
grimly
"I'm

thinking we'll be anything but 11icky if
Mrs. Maloney's knee isn't .well to-morrow
morning."
"What .'s her knee got to do with this?"
says Scoop, scowling at Peg.
"Lots," says Peg, "If we're going to take
care of these babies along with doing tbe
cooking and washing dishes and everything,
I guess we'll be out of luck.
It ain't no
easy matter taking care of babies. They can
kick up an awful rumpus.
Besides, what do
we know about it?"
"But these ain't just ordinary babies,"
says Scoop.
"All babies are alike when it comes to
yelling," says Peg.
"There is some mystery about THESE babies," went on Scoop.
"Take the man in
number six, for instance.
It's a cinch HE
wants 'em. It means a lot of money to him,
too---he as much as said so.
I don't know
what the mystery is, fellows, but we can
find out."
"How?" says Red eagerly.
"We'll sort of keep the twins out of
sight and not let the man in number six
know they're here. Then we'll pump him.
That'll be easy. Look how I pumped him and
found out where he's from.
We'll find out
what he knows about the twins and· why he
wants 'em.
If there's money in it for HIM
to get possession of the twins there ought
to be money in it for US."
"But it ' s going to be a job taking care
of 'em," says Peg.
''I guess we 'll live through it," says
Scoop.
"I'm willing to work good and hard
for ten thousand dollars."
"You and me both," says I.
Peg grinned at us. "All right, seeing as
how you fellows like the job so ~ell we'l~
let you take care of 'em. Won't we, Red?-"
"You bet," says Red with a laugh. "If
there's any dish-washing to do, Peg and
I'll do that, and you two can tend the babies and keep 'em from having the croup."
"How about Mrs. Maloney.?" says I. "Shal 1
we tell her, in case she's still in bed tomorrow?"
"Not if we can help it," says Scoop. "I
figure the fewer people there are who know
about the twins being· here the better
chance we have of gett~ng the money."
"But . she'll hear 'em if they start to
squalling."
''And so' 11 the man in number six," says
Red.
"We'll keep their doors closed," says
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Scoop. "And every time the twins set up a
racket we'll thump on the piano. We probably won't be able to drown them out,becau se,
as Peg says, babies can make a deuce of a
noise when they get tuned up. But we can
make enough racket on the piano so · that
their cries will be partly drowned out."
_"That' 11 be fun," says Red. ,iI know how
to play Yankee Doodle on the piano with one
hand."
"Take it from me you ' ll need to use both
hands," says Peg with a grin.
"And your feet, too," says I.
The twins kept on sleeping and we sat
around and talked until after one o ' clock,
planning how we would spend the ten thousand dollars, only we didn ' t have a very
clear idea of where we were going to get
it. Scoop said we were lucky to escape going to school and have such a wonderful
chance to make money at the same time. We
agreed to that. The more we talked the more
enthusias tic we became. Red said first
crack out of the box he was going to buy a
motor cycle with a side car,and he prom~sed
to let me run it. .It was a cinch we were
going to be able to buy a lot of things.
Ten thousand dollars is a heap of money.
But, . like Peg, I didn ' t overlook the fact
that it was going to be a job to take care
of the twins and keep Mrs. Maloney and the
man in number six from finding out that
they were in the pest house. Just how we
would make out seemed a bit uncertain , I
thought.
"How are we going to feed ' em?" says I,
after a while.
"Here ' s what they eat out of," says
Scoop, fishing a couple of rubber-ni ppled
bottles out of the basket.
"All we ' ve got
to do is to fill the bottles with milk and
they'll do the rest."
Peg yawned. "Gee, I ' m sleepy! It's 'most
morning, fellows. Let's go to bed."
"And take the twins with us?" says I,
turning to Scoop.
''We ought to keep 'em downstair s," says
he. "Then the man in number six and Mrs.
Maloney won't be so likely to h~ar ' em if
they start squalling .
One of us can stay
with 'em. Suppose we draw cuts and see who
gets the short straw.''
Red got it. We helped him bring the basket into the parlor and went upstairs to
bed. But we didn ' t sleep very long. About
an hour later he awakened us playing Yankee
Doodle on the piano. Gee, you could have
heard him seven blocks!
And above the din
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of the piano we could distingui sh the wail ing voices of the twins. Plainly something
was the matter with them. We beat it for
the stairs. ·
I was the last one into the hall. When I
passed the door of number six the man
yelled to me to stop.
"Who salvaged the Chinese orchestra ?"
says he with a growl, regarding me through
narrowed eyes.
"It ain ' t an orchestra ; it ' s ju~t Red,"
says I.
He looked at me so angry and disgusted I wanted to laugh. But I didn ' t. It
did sound kind of queer to have Red -banging
away on the piano in the middle of. the
night.
"Well, he doesn ' t need to go practicin g
his music lesson when people want to sleep,
does he?" says the man hotly.
"I ' ll go down and find out," says I, anxious to get away.
"Humph! Bean him with the settee and dump
the blamed pianny into the alley. I want- to
sleep. There he goes again. Blast it! noes
he play the thing with both feet, -or just
an ordinary axe?"
"With one hand," says I.
''What is it?---rur al jazz?"
"It ' s Yankee Doodle . "
"If that ' s Yankee Doodle I ' m the Old Oaken Bucket," says he with a snarl, turning
his face to the wall and stuffing his
fingers into his ears.
Red was pounding on the piano for -dear
lif~. I knew what that meant: --the -fellows
w~nte~ me to hurry down. I beat tt for the
stairs, hoping that the twins hadn't swallowed a button or something .
There they
were sitting up in the basket, their faces
streaked with tears, yelling to beat the
cars. They seemed to be all mouth. Scoop
was teetering the basket; but the more he
teetered the harder they yelled. And out
in front Paddy Gorbett was kicking on the
door, ordering us to go back to bed. It
was some racket, all right!
"Get the milk, Jerry , " yells Scoop, shoving to two bottles toward• me with his
foot.
"Az:id for the love of Mike, hurry," cries
Red over his shoulder, pounding away on the
piano. _Peg was helping him.
I found two quart bottles of. milk in the
ice box and quickly filled the rubbernippled bottles. I figured the twins would
be tickled over the nice cold milk.
Continued in the September BOY PARTNERS.
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had been taken
LEVAN
from him.Nor had
to pitch
boys said
the
Monston
that
anything
Y
R
O
T
S
L
L
A
B
E
S
A
B
A
high school nine
account
would
By
great
the
in
~
~
for the attack.
ELI FINK
~
county champion-~~=== =~
It seemed their
baseball
ship
game against Billings high school, and as desire to give him a beating, and plainly
the hour of the big event drew near Coach they went about it with determination.
Riley saw to it that Alfred and the other The boys were strangers to Alfred. He
members of the Monston team were given felt certain they did not live in Monston;
In fact, to nor were they country boys. It came to him
plenty of practice hours.
great love at length that they must be from Billings.
his
Alfred, notwithstanding
for the game, it became somewhat of a They probably had seen him there,recognized
grind, so he was happy when the coach him,and for some unknown reason had elected
He to give him a beating. Was it possible that l
afternoon.
one
excused him early
they represented the Billings high school
hurried
got into his street clothes and
home, where he was met on the porch by his team and had been sent out to cripple ·him
so that he could not play in the championfather.
Alfred was startled under the
"I'm glad you're home so early," said Mr. ship game?
Levan. "I have a document that must be de- influence of this thought, yet quickly
true.
be
not
could
this
livered to Mr. Lasker in Billings, and to decided
would
team
Billings
the
that
felt
He
will
train
wait until the evening mail
unsportsmanlike taccause a delay that may result in a heavy stoop to no such
Yet what other explanation could be
I wonder if I can get you to tics.
loss to him.
ride over on your wheel? It's only three given of the affair?· Alfred was sorely
puzzled.
miles,"
Upon arriving at his home, Alfred lost no
"Why---sure, Dad," replied Alfred, just a
communicating with Coach Riiey. The
time
to
going
wasn't
he
that
bit disappointed
have the next few hours to himself. Then he latter hurried to the Levan residence and
brightened in the thought that maybe he was dismayed when he saw his star pitcher's
would get a glimpse of the Billings high bruised condition.
"Well, they sure _did clean up on you,"
school nine at practice. He got out his
bicycle and rode away, whistling merrily, was his grim remark. He helped Alfred into
the document safely tucked in an inner a hot bath, after which he massaged the
bruised members with liniment. Then he put
pocket.
At Billings he performed the errand, then Alfred to bed and went away shaking his
pedaled out to the baseball diamond where head, which the patient interpreted as an
the various members of the Billings team unspoken conviction that he would be in no
Alfred felt a bit condition to pitch in Saturday's big game.
were hard at work.
But the hot bath and liniment perform~d
recognize him and
might
uneasy, Someone
and in many ways Alfred was quite
wonders
accuse him of spying. As it happens he WAS
recognized---an unfortunate thing for him, himself when he appeared on the f~eld at
as developed when he turned his face home- Billings the following Saturday afternoon.
At a secluded spot in the road half It seemed as though all of Monston's juveward.
.way between the two towns,three boys sprang nile population was there. The story of
on him, knocking him from his wheel and Alfred's attack had went the rounds, and
bruising him s~verely. Alfred was taken at the feeling against Billings was bitter,
a disadvantage and was no match for the as many held to the belief that the attack
He put up a game fight, but in the was underhanded work on Billings' part.
three.
end he was worsted and fell gasping to the Alfred took his position on the bench,
ground as his assailants disappeared into though it was conceded throughout the team
that he was not in good enough condition
the underbrush at the edge of the road.
to open the game. Clarke was to pitch,
slow
made
Alfred
Bruised and bleeding,
He was gripped while Adams was the twirler for the Bilprogress toward his home.
with perplexity to account for the attack. lings team.
Three men batted in the first half. It
loose
considerable
In his pocket was
change; also he carried a wa.tch. Nothing was at once seen that Clarke was not in his
LFRED

was
A
for the
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best form, because, when Berens caught a
high fly away back in the center field for
the third out, three men were on bases. A
zero was also put up for Manston when they
batted.
The Billings nine soon "found" Clarke.
They pounded in one run, and when he filled
the bases with two outs, Riley yanked him
out and put in Boland,who stopped them from
doing any more damage that inning.
In the fourth and sixth innings Manston
made two runs, once by two doubles in succession,and the other time by a two-bagger,
a single, and a good long sacrifice. Then
Billings either got the hang of Boland's
pitching, or he couldn't make his balls
break. Before Riley could substitute a
pitcher for Boland, Billings had collected
three runs.
Who would now pitch for Monston? That
was the big question. Block had a broken
finger; Stein had a bad arm. Riley turned
to Alfred.
"How are you feeling to-day, Levan?" he
demanded.
11
·I can go in," said Alfred, gritting his
teeth.
"Go out and warm up and see how your wing
is," ordered the coach.
Alfred and a sub catcher went out on to
the field and started to work. When the
Manston rooters saw what was taking place
they shrieked their joy. They had not forgotten how Alfred pitched a winning game
against Lake View the previous week. Alfred
went steadily about his work and paid no
attention to the cheering directed at him.
He tried to make his curves break---and
failed! There were moments when he felt
a painful twitch in his arm. But he was determined to go into the game, and put his
full energy and endurance into his work.
He refused to humor his arm---and was happy
when his curves be·gan to break for him!
"Now for a drop," he murmured. It worked!
He next tried a jump ball,but the strain on
his arm was too great.
.
"Everything all right?" questioned Riley
tersely, coming up.
"My arm's a bit sore, but I feel I can
hold them for three innings," returned
Alfred.
"Do your best," said Riley as Alfred went
into the game.
Alfred's presence on the diamond was the
one thing needed to revive the confidence
of the Manston team. They put renewed vigor
into their playing and there was confidence
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all along the Manston line. Alfred realized
the extent to which his brother players
were depenqing on him. He gritted his teeth
and determined to play the most brilliant
game of his career, notwithstan ding t~e
condition of his arm.
He would force himself to forget the pain. He started in
slowly, feeling it would be best not to
exert himself too much at the start. The
first three men hit the ball but were
nipped at first · by some excellent playing
on the patt of the infielders.
When the Manston players came up ·for
their last bats, Riley said to them:
"Now,fellow s, put forth a supreme effort.
Make at least five runs. Cannon, go in
there and 'explode' their pitcher."
On the first ball Cannon "exploded" a
fine double.
The next man hit down third
and beat out the throw to first, Ca_nnon
staying on second.
Themer, in trying to
bunt, hit ~n easy fly to the pitcher.· Preston then got an intentional base-on-bal ls, ,
bringing up Alfred. The latter had two
balls and one strike on himself when the
pitcher put one across just where Alfred
liked it. He took a full swing.
The ball
went up, up and up, away over the centerfielder's head. How the Manston delegation
cheered! At last, when the ball was recovered, Alfred had stopped on third, three
men scoring ahead of him. Adams was at once
yanked out of th~ pitcher's box by the Billings coach and the new pitcher easily disposed of the next two batters . .
Alfred now had the difficult job of holding Billings, for his team had a lead by
only one run. The first man hoisted a high
fly that was taken by the center-field er.
The next batter was fooled by two curves.
Alfred's arm was now paining him cruelly,s~
he decided not to waste any balls. He
pitched a swift . one right over the base.The
batter refused to "bite" and . the umpire
called it a strike.
On the second pitched
ball the batter hit an easy grounder to the
first baseman.
The game was over and Manston had won!
Alfred found himself the
hero of the hour.
When the Manston team was leaving the
field two boys came up to Alfred. Both
seemed badly battered up, and one was
dragging the other, who plainly was being
~rought to the scene against his will.
"I'm Dick Scott," the leader said. "I'm
one of the boys who banged you up the other
day. I didn't realize what I was doing at
the time.
Then I heard it (See page 21.)
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~--------------------THE BUSINESS OF WRITING

start out to locate
a lost lead mine,
"purpose" of
the
Business of Writthe story is the
Article Two: THE PLOT
emphasized
ing, I
advisability - - - - - - - By THE EDITOR - - - - - - - finding
the
the
of
mine, The boys may
of a young writer
building up his story on a basis o.f facts-- have many adventures---th ey should have, to
action---but you
that is, using real characters as against provide the necessary
settings as should confine these adventures to things
characters; real
imagined
against imagined settings, and so on. I that have a _direct bearing on the plot. As
emphasized the importance ·or writing nat- the boys progress in their adventures they
urally, avoiding big words and stilted sen- should appear to be nearing their goal--the
tences. Now let us satisfy ourselves as to finding of the mine---and when the mine is
what constitutes a plot---because a story located the goal is attained. The story is
told and ends.
IS a story ONLY when it has a plot.
Sometimes the actual goal of a story is
Don't start writing till you have planned
to the reader's imagination; and there
left
simply
write
to
start
Never
your story.
the artistry of short story writwhere
is
talking,
because you want to write. I'm
now, from a standpoint of story production ing comes in. In this issue we have a story
For practice write any- by Melvin .Rufus Scott---THE BLUE BOTTLE--in
and not practice.
thing you feel the "urge" to write at any which the goal is largely left to the imThe author does not tell what
time. But don't feel you can sit down and agination.
the boys returned to town!
when
happened
worthreally
a
produce
without preparation
that Soft Bill and the
information
with
note
in
or
head,
your
while story. Have in
one. But your imaginaare
sheriff
deputy
form, the things you want to tell BEFORE
I men- tion tells you that the deputy ultimately
you attempt to write about them.
How that is brought about
tion this because it is a common thing for lands in jail.
boys to tell me that they "haven't been need not be given. The climax or final
able to write for the past few weeks." It burst of action that ENDS the story lies
would almost seem from their letters that in the discovery by the boys that the dep~they expect INSPIRATION to flutter down uty is the .lawbreaker. To tell more would
and practice some magical hocus-pocus on spoil the story; and to tell more is unthem, or something like that. Partners, the necessary.
The hardest part of story production is
kind of INSPIRATION you need is a thorough
We are tempted to
and stopping.
starting
about.
write
to
want
you
what
of
knowledge
and ·we don't
start,
the
at
much
too
tell
Knowledge of itself begets inspiration.
good plan ·is
A
stop.
to
when
know
to
seem
The plot is the heart and substance of
then· go
can,
we
best
as
the story~ No matter how well you know to write the story
·of ~he
~out
cut
your dictionary or how cleverly you can back and see how MUCH we can
string words into sentences, your story opening without spoiling the story or ~n
will be shallow and boresome if you haven't any way detracting from its interest. It i$
sometimes ·be
can
a good plot. Words don't make a story; the surpr1s1ng how much
quickening
way,
that
in
story
a
off
chopped
you
reader doesn't care how many big words
materistory
the
improving
do or do not know. What he wants is a the action and
STORY. The interest of a story lies in the ally. In Carl Haefka's story in this issue,
ACTION. A plot must have a beginning,a flow by working together, Carl and I arrived ~t
of action that progresses steadily toward an introduction that shortened the opening
We omitted
the desired "goal", and a final climax. A at le.ast two hundred words.
Ted and
and
flivver
the
about
facts
lengthy
selstory that lacks punch at the start is
story
same
this
in
And
dom read by either editors or story lovers; the mail carrier.
a story that doesn't end with a climax the ending was shortened materially. Do
seems to peter out and leaves the reader you feel that anything is lacking? I doubt
dissatisfied. What you have your characters it. Your imagination tells you that Ted
do must be done with a motive in mind and took the wrong fork in the road; and as it
that motive is your "goal" or "purpose". is evening when the boy ridei off on the
When the goal that you have set for your bull, Ted's natural step is to return to
town. He failed, of course, in performing
characters is attained, your story e~ds.
If you plan a story in which two boys the task delegated to him, but through no
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fault of his own, so we know that he will
suffer no serious consequences.
What follows upon his return to town is immaterial.
The thing is that he was fooled by the
bull, and when he finds it out the story
ends.
In working out a plot, let us introduce
our young hero attending the reading of his
late uncle's will.
He inher~ts a tract of
land in northern Wisconsin,but he must live
on the land six months, making his home in
a log cabin with a red door;and every. night
he is to place a red light in a certain
window. Right away the reader gets the happy feeling of mystery and adventure to
come. Why did the uncle make such a strange
will? What is the mystery about this log
cabin? Why the red door and -the red light?
The hero goes to the place, makes certain
discoveries, all of which we outline in our
plot; and, of course, ALL these discoveries
have a bearing on the unraveling of the
mystery. Unknown parties attempt to frighten the hero away. The reader wonders why-and buries his head deeper into the story,
anxious to learn why.
I'll not attempt to
give a reason for the queer will, the red
door or the red light. But there MUST be a
logical and wholly plausible reason, and
when the reason is unearthed by the hero
the story ends.
The whole story should be
"mapped" in the author's mind or on paper
before he sets about to put the story on
to paper in complete form.
Right here I want to say a word about the
author "laughing at the reader" in a story.
Several such stories have been submitted
lately.
To say the least such stories are
in decidedly bad form.
The reader is led
to believe, .from the mystery fabric of the
story, that developments of a most dynamic
character are impending. The mystery is
baffling, gripping.
Then the author gives
a most commonplace or even farcical '' explanation" of the mystery.
The reader
rightly feels that he has been tricked. He
bristles with indignation.
He was led to
expect worth-while things and the author
failed to deliver.
Yes, the reader feels
that he is the butt of a joke, and he resents it.
He wants a serious, gripping
explanation of the mystery, not a farcical
let-down. As an author, don't forget that
your success depends on the viewpoint of
the reader.
Try to please him. Try to
make him like you.
Never leave him disappointed or disgusted.
Always present your
story in a way that will cause him to
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lay it aside with regret that there isn't
more. Never do a thing to make him THROW
your story aside. If you make him like you
he will become one of your best customers.
In shaping your plot, make ALL your action and situations natural and plausible.
Don't have your hero do impossible things.
If Harry goes into northern Wisconsin to
locate the cabin with the red door, have
him make the trip as you would if you were
to start out to-morrow morning. Don't have
him roll his home-made airplane out of the
shed and skid off into the clouds. Boys
aren't given to making practical airplanes.
And when he arrives at his journey's end,
don't have him stright
off raise his
"trusty" rifle and kill a wild and wooly
bear or a deer.
Bears aren't as thick in
northern Wisconsin as some people think.
Of course,it would be absurd for you to try
and picture your hero in northern Wisconsin
if you haven't been there or in some way
know a great deal about that location. In
the event that you do not, locate your mysterious cabin in central Illinois, or in
some spot that you CAN write about intelligently.
Having worked out your plot, proceed with
the actual creation of the story. Avoid
unpleasant or
questionable
situations.
Never have your hero do an unkind or ungentlemanly act. Always have him truthful and
manly and in the right. Omit all reference
to smoking and the use of . tobacco. Don't
have your hero draping himself over a pool
table.
Leave out reference to religious
creeds, because you may inadvertently step
on some reader's toes and make an enemy of
him. Don't refer to a negro as a "nigger"-I'm not saying that some accepted writers
don't do it, but it isn't kind. Try to get
a kindly feeling into everything you write
about. Be respectful of old age. Don't
write stories d~aling with extreme examples
of crime, such as murder. Don't write of a
robbery in a way 'that lends glory to the
criminal. Don't picture boys taking foolish
risks.
Always remember that a boy reading
your story may WANT to ~o what your hero
does, and if your hero "puffs a cigar'' the
reader may get a cigar and try to emulate
the "hero".
If your hero foolishly stands I
on his head at a cliff edge, your reader
may try it---and b~ - killed! You assume a
certain responsibility when you elect to
write stories. All these conditions do not
apply to stories for
adults, but just
now we are thinking wholly of boys.
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in my willing
and attentive
the
ear. I undersurprise of
from
stand
Fro- I
Richard
I
that the
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J Exar
He had
man.
EDWARD EDSON LEE
Count and our
deeply
been
Prince
young
interested in
THE BIG MYSTERY-ADVENTURE SERIAL WITH FIFTY
came to GranDOLLARS IN CASH PRIZES TO BOYS WHO
the conversafrom
zart
CAN TELL HOW THE STORY ENDS :
the
tion of
last
America
two servants,
Cedric and Arring. Truly, he was in a most night in King Solomon's chest. They were
strange and picturesque kingdom! This in to have secretly entered the castle this
itself was sufficient to imbue Dick with mornihg, but a spy of Bassio's detected the
He carried in young Prince, who was concealed in ·a hay
the warm fire of adventure.
That was the confusion that you obhis mind a picture of moated castles that cart.
lifted their rugged turrets in medieval served in the castle grounds."
"I overhear<;! the Guards talking about a
style, and from which chivalrous knights
went boldly forth to battle, with hearts youth who had escaped them. And this boy is
Dick liked to think of to be our King? Wonderful and amazing! And
that knew no fear.
these things. He liked to picture the where is the young Prince at . this moment,
knights of his fancy wresting victory for Cedric?"
"With Count Monray, I imagine."
themselves on the field of conflict,defend"And it is a positive fact that he to
ing that which was right and good, so that
the world would be a better place in which ascend the Jade Throne?"
"To-night; so Exar in great secrecy into live, and oppression of the weak and defenseless would be no more. Such gallantry forms me."
"And Bassio is permitting this to take
and bravery were deserving of great reward,
and sometimes Dick let his thoughts turn to place? It is beyond belief, Cedric!"
"Bassio may have his suspicions that the
Lady Beautiful, who awaited the return of
shaping plans
secretly
are
But the greatest honor came to Loyalists
her lover.
power; yet he
hie
with
interfere
before
may
bowed
that
King
the
the knight when even
knows nothing of the existance of the young
him.
Why, if the old servant spoke Prince."
The King!
"But he will learn through his spies of
It
the truth, he---Dick Froman--was King!
was an ama~ing thought. A King! An Ameri- the youth who was detected in the cart---"
"And by that time the young Prince will
can boy to become a King! Even in the most
ascended the throne of Granzart in
have
ever
had
thing
such
no
tales
fairy
fanciful
You
Small wonder that Dick was the name of his father, Frazonia III.
happened.
gripped with mingled amazement and dismay can picture how the citizens will rally to
as he lay on his stomach on the stair land- the ~upport of the new King •hen his parOh, Arring, we are
ing just above Cedric and Arringi yet con- entage is established.
cealed from them, and listened to their approaching a great hour! Long have ' I
amazing revealments which explained many prayed for such deliverance from Bassio.
things to Dick in connection with his A youth is to save our beloved kingdom!
See, Arring; I tremble with joy!~
strange adventure.
Arring gently touched the elderly patriot
When Cedric,in a voice that trembled with
passion, confided in his younger companion on the arm, and when he spoke his voice was
that a new King of the house of Frazonia tense and low.
"And does the young Prince know the
was to ascend the mysterious Jade Throne of
He may
other
history of the Jade Throne?
none
was
tragic
ruler
new
Granzart, and this
than the listener, himself, Arring scram- be fired with a great love for the land of
bled noisily to his feet. It is well for his forefathers. He may crave the privilege
Dick that Arring did create this confusion, of again uniting his father's people-~-his
otherwise Dick's involuntary gasp of amaze- own people by birth---under monarchic rule,
and by so doing bring about a state of conment might have led to his detection.
tentment that has been lost to us under
"You
Arring.
"This is amazing!" cried
He may
Bassio's oppressive dictatorship.
are certain of what you say, Cedric?"
"I am only certain of what Exar breathed want to be the man that our King should be,
CHAPTER FOUR
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but does he know the teFrible price that he proportions , your position -as King is a
must pay f.pr the pri vi leg~ . .. of being GraD:- matter-of-f act climax to the adventure."
zart' s King and savior?"
A King!
Again Dick thrilled at the
..· ~He, of course, knows nothing of the Jade thought.
And he seemed to lose himself in
Throne's wretched history," returned Cedric an atmosphere of pleasing meditation. Truly
quickly. "Count Monray may see fit to ·teil a ~o iorful ·: future lay ahead of him. Experihim certain things; but ~ question if he ences, the like of which he had never
will deem it wise to confide wholly in the before dreamed, would come to him. It would
young Prince.
That would invite complica- be a novel thing to have his every w:i:sh
tions and possible defeat of the Loyalists' gratified! _ As King he would be within
plans."
his rights in expecting that. A pleasing
.''You feel, then, that if the young Prince thought, surely;
knew the history 9f
Then
there came
the Jade Throne--__-"
to - Dick
a more
"If he knew all,I
earnest
view
of
I
fear he would folL.J things. A King's
: low · in the footli-f-e was ---not wholly
steps of his fa~
OU~T MONRAY, a mysterious
foreigner,
a round of -pleas,ther, weighini the
has Dick accompany him to Granzart, a
ure.
There would
power of being King
kingdom without a King.
Dick learns that
be dangers and re: agatnst the satishis father, now an i nstructor in an acadsponsi bili t -i es. If
faction ·of being
emy, was at one time Granzart's King, but
it were to be his
m~nly and upr~ght.
fled to America to escape the mysterious
privilege to guide
And with his demoevil influences of the Jade Throne, which
the destinies of a
~ratic
American
is
said
to
bear
the
curse
of
the
sculptor
nation,then
he must
-·
1deas he mrist likewho created it.· ·Dick is detected entering
do so with just-ice
ly would do as his
the castle grounds, but escapes into the
to all, forgetting
f~ther did before
castle, becoming separated from the Count
his owq selfish dehim. Granzart would
and Byoa, his companion. Arring and Cedsires and directing
then suffer through
ric, servants, discuss the politica1 · sit- 1 his every -action in
being left without
uation in Granzart and Dick learns, as he
ways
that
were
~ts King.
That is
lays in hiding, that he-----an American
right.
a th~ng that must
youth-----i s to be placed on the
It is a strange '
not ~come . about at
Jade Throne as King of Granzart.
thing, in view of
::; .!·_~ny,; c~~~~: _ Let the
the servants' con~ yout~ - r~y~l in the
· versation,t hat .Dick
, glorJes of being _ King. Even if the ·Jade felt no dread of the Jade Throne. This was
Throne begins to sap away
his idea of what probably due to the fact that he was wholly
coristitutes manlines~ and virtue, let us without superstition .
With CQaracteris tic
sho~ no _great concern.
Is it not better American
confidence
and
buoyancy, he
~- th~t one youth be sacrificed than a whole quite dismissed the Jade Throne from his
nation be disintegrate d?"
picture of things as they touched on his
lpe two servants passed on down the cor- future. He would mamage that all right,
, r~~or leaving Dick stupefied and amazed. was his thought. No doubt the servants had
~ 1 H~~ mind was
the battle ground of a hun- exaggerated things.
Even if there were a
d~1ed: con.fl i cting thoughts.
The conversa- found~tion of truth to the story there
;-., -:__ ti.on of. Cedric and Arring had revealed was no occasion for concern; and surely
~·many thing~ . to him; yet these things were bravery of the right sort would carry him
; of ·suc h dypami,c proportions , as they effec- through. In that view of things, Dick, on
., te_d his life.,,:: that he was slow in adjust- the instant, seemed very courageous, indeed .
i~g his mind to_ an orqerly view of the There came to him a quiet confidence in
amazing situation.
his personal · safety. Was he not King?
There were moments when Dick was prompted . He scrambled to his feet and came openly
to cry out: "Oh, it cannot be true!" Yet down the stairs, walking with a new dignity
there was a vague something inside of him that set well on him at the moment. He
that answered: "It IS true. Though you seemed in every way determined to be master
have been brought into the Kingdom of Gran- of the situation.
Arriving at the foot of
zart under circumstanc es o~ most unusual stairs,h·e passed on down the (See page 17.)
_
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-----------------Is This Dishonesty?

purpose of BOY

HE whole plan and
PARTNERS is to help boys,to enc ourT
age them and imbue them with the I
WILL SUCCEED spirit. Naturally, liking
boys and wanting to help boys,we never
have felt that there is such a thing
as a wilfully dishonest boy. Yet many
boys have asked for "sample copies",
stating they inteded subscribing when
it seems they had no such intention.
Some boys write the same thing, month
after month. Is this fair and square?
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TED, II
ELLO,
said Morgan I I
Manley, a rural I I
mail carrier, as I I I
CARL L.
I came out of L-1
the post office
with Dad's morning mail.
"Got anything to
do this morning?"
"Nothing in
particular," I answered.
"Why do you ask?"
"If you haven't anything special to do I
was going to ask you to go out on the route
for me. I have to go to Coleman this morning and want to catch the eight-thirty accommodation.
Just got word that Mother is
low. If you'll substitute for me, Ted, I'll
go in and fix •it with the P.M."
"Sure I' 11 sub for you," returned. "When
do I start?"
"Right away. I'll go in and get the mail
and sort it for you so you won't make any
mistakes in delivery. But say; do you know
the route?"
"I guess so," I said. "I was out with you
a few weeks ago."
"That's right.
You'll have no trouble.
There won't be a delivery till after you
pass the fork at Benson's. That's where my
route begins.
Between here and the fork
you can let the old bus travel right
along."
Shortly after that I drove away from the
post office in Morgan's flivver. He had
just given it a coat of the reddest red
paint you can imagine. Oh boy, it was loud!
I stopped at Dad's office to give him his
mail, and explained how I happened to be
drivi~g Morgan's · red flivver.
Ten minutes
later I rumbled over the upper bridge and
started up the gravel road.
Soon I came to the fork in the road that
Morgan had mentioned. For the life of me I
couldn't remember which road I was to take.
I stopped the car and tried to remember,but
all in vain. I took out a coin. "Heads,
right; tails,left," I said as I flipped it.
- Heads won, so I took the right road.
The roadbed was of hard clay and fairly
good for a ways.
I began to look for the
first mail box.
Then my thoughts turned
away from mail boxes.
The road kept getting rougher. Soon it was little more than
two deep ruts.
It was impossible to turn
the automobile around. Plainly I had taken
the wrong r_oad.
I was still trying to get the flivver
turned around when a huge red bull came
rushing toward the two-strand, barbed-wire

H
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fence that separated the pasture
and
the
road.
An
inHAEFKA
stant later he
cleared
the
fence by a foot and charged toward me. Involuntarily I brought the car to a standstill. What in the dickens was he going to
do? On he came, head down, tail flying out
behind.
At last I grasped his intentions.
Good night! He was going to charge the red
flivver! He was pretty close and I gripped
the wheel to brace myself for the crash. As
I did so my hand came against the horn button and a long, vibrating "h-o-n-k!" was
the result.
I was so startled I almost
jumped out of my hide; but at that I wasn't
half as startled as the bull. He stopped so
abruptly he skidded!
He snorted and his
tail dropped.
Then he stood there, a half
ton of living beef, staring and bellowing.
He seemed now to have no desire to do
anything rash, so I started the flivver to
moving.
Instantly he lowered his head and
came at me.
I stopped mighty quick and
turned on the horn.
During the ensuing two hours I tried any
number of devices to rid myself of his unpleasant company, but to no avail.
First,
I tried backing up.
The bull followed me.
Next, I got out of the car to pick up some
stones with which to drive him away.· As
soon as I stepped to the ground he started
for me. Needless to say,I got back into the
bus in a hurry.
In doing so I caught my
coat in the door, and in trying to loosen
it tore a dandy three-cornered hole in it.
"Blankety-blank!" I _said, and shook my
fists at ths bull.
Then I tried honking the horn, but aside
from making him look curious and inter-.
ested, he paid no further attention to it.
Plainly the horn had lost its power to
frighten him. I gave up in despair. A cloud
of despondency settled over me and I sank
lower into the seat.
Every half hour or so I would look up
only to find ·· the bull still there. Wearily
I would then close my eyes and try to imagine the length of time he would remain.
Yes, and I thought anxiously of the farm
people who weren't getting their mail!
Noon came---and went.
I ·was nearly famished.
And my most miserable moment came
when I recalled that Mother was having
strawberry shortcake that day!
That bull
stood his ground as though he had taken

I

I I
I I
I I I
_ _ _ _ _,
L-1

Red Bull
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root. Slowly the hours passed---the warm
June sun became positively scorching, and I
was thankful the flivver had a top. I
looked at my watch at regular intervals,but
this seemed only to make the time pass more
slowly. Then I stretched out i n the seat
and went to sleep.
It must have been nearly five o ' clock
when I was awakened by a shrill voice. I
The bull stood in aljumped up hastily.
most the same position he occupied when I
had last looked at him. Far across the
ten-year-old boy,
a
field I observed
who was calling at the peak of his voice:
"Jerry---Jerry ! Come Jerry! J -e-r-r-y ! "
He had
I glanced at the bull again.
turned about and stood gazing across the
His ears were set
field toward the boy.
forgotten my
have
to
forward and he seemed
presence. Then, with a hoarse bellow he
started. Again he cleared the fence by a
goodly margin, and across the field he
galloped.
I thought the boy would have plenty of
time in which to get out of the way, but he
stood still and let the bull come up to
him. I called out a warning as loudly as I
The bull was
could, but he paid no heed.
rapidly bearing down on him and I now
had little hopes for his escape. Hastily
I jumped out of the car and started across
the pasture to do what I could to avert a
tragedy. You can imagine my chagrin when
the bull stopped within a few feet of the
boy and appeared to be waiting for the
The boy took someyoungster to approach.
the animal ate
and
pocket
his
thing from
After patting the bull
it from his hand!
on the head the boy climbed to his back
and the two went on and out of my sight.
I managed to get back to the flivver,
then I collapsed.
"We 11, by j immi ny ! " I exclaimed. "Doesn ' t
that beat the Dutch?"
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With Kenneth Steele in
Chemistry
VERY

WIDE-AWAKE

American

boy

should

laboratory of his own. No boy
E have awhat
fun one is unless he is the

can tell
possessor of one, himself. Just think what
fun it is to make oxygen, hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, fire works, test food and perform
a hundred and one kinds of experiments.
With my small laboratory I can perform at

S

least five hundred experiments and develop
A small laboratory
and print photographs.
your laboratory
can
start
You
costly.
isn't
with just a few units and add to it as you
And even with just a
can afford to do so.
very few un i ts you can perfor m educational
experiments.
Besides fun, the owner of a laboratory
He learns what
gains a lot of knowledge.
the elements are; what elements are in a
certain chemical compound; what things are
poisonous; what things are used in medicines; what things should be carefully
handled and so on.
One of the first steps in chemistry is to
learn what an element is; also what a compound is.
Obtain the following for your first experiments: an alcohol lamp (or gas burner
if you can make a good connection to the
gas light), one ~half pound or· sulphur, onequarter pound of powdered iron metal, one- ·
quarter pound of powdered zinc metal, about
five grams of magnesium metal, and an old
spoon.
There
Take a thimblefull of iron metal.
it is
therefore
iron,
but
it
in
nothing
is
of
amount
same
the
an element. Add to this
there
sulphur. Sulphur is another element;
Mix the two
is nothing in it but sulphur.
solids together. This is a mixture of iron
and sulphur. The i ron can be separated from
the sulphur by use of a magnet. Now heat
your mixture in the spoon over the alcohol
lamp or gas burner. When hot enough, the
After it has
mixture will glow brightly.
done this let it cool. The contents of the
Clean your
spoon is now iron sulphide.
spoon and repeat the experiment, using
zinc; then magnesium. When either the zinc
or magnesium unites with the sulphur there
is a bright flash.
In my next article I will tell you how to
perform ten interesting, inexpensive, instructive and harmless experiments.
EDITOR'S NOTE : Partners, would you like to
have Kenneth tell us some more interesting
things about chemistry? He's a regular "bug"
on chemistry, and knows oodles of experiments. If you DO want more of these articles
write to Kenneth and give him your idea of
things---but enclose a stamped envelope if
His address is: Kenneth
you wish a reply.
Steele, Northumberland, Pa.
Also, if you are interested in chemis~ry,
don ' t overlook the display advertisement of
The Matchett-Steele Company, on page 21.
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corridor.
Soon
So
this was
he came
to a
the Jade Throne?
e
r one
great
closed
Truly a hideous
door in front of
thing,
thought
~
(Continued from page 13.) ~
which two -Guards
Dick.
Yet
its
~
were stationed.
every line reThey drew their bayonets and one demanded:
flected rare genius and it held a definite
"Who are you who dares to approach the fascination.
It was positioned on a dais
sacred chamber of the Jade Throne?"
of four steps, set out from the wall so
"I am Richard Froman, your King," said that it was possible for one to walk enDick simply. "Please stand aside and let tirely around the throne, and Dick did
me pass.''
this, finding himself before what appeared
At Dick's words the Guard permitted his to be a private curtained entrance. He drew
bayonet to clatter to the floor.
His eyes aside the draperies and recoiled with an
pictured mingled amazement and fear. He involuntary gasp when a Japanese noiselessplainly was on the point of throwing him- ly stepped forth. The man bent low and
self imploringly at Dick's feet, but the murmured in perfect English:
latter prevented that by passing on through
"My King, his Excellency, Count Monray,
the door which the second Guard had the has been greatly distressed over your dispresence of mind to open for him.
appearance. To learn that you have escaped
Dick found
himself in a vast room. harm will bring him happiness and peace of
Through a dome-like roof came soft shafts mind. You will find him in your chamber,
of diffused sunlight, and when he glanced most Excellent King. I am Jetto, your perupward he thought for a moment that the sonal servant. Permit me to guide you."
dome was single mammoth iridescent jewel. Without hesitation, Dick followed the man
Then it came to him that the jewel-like ef- the length of a short passageway which had
fect was made possible by the sun's rays no side doors and opened at the end into a
playing through stained glass prisms.
He magnificent chamber.
Here he found Count
advanced gingerly, mindful of. the soft tex- Monray.
The man was pacing the floor, his
ture of the rugs that covered the polished swarthy face registering great agitation.
floor; mindful of the rare and beautiful At sight of Dick he gave a glad cry and
paintings that adorned the walls and the came quickly forward
with outstretched
gorgeous draperies of purple cloth, edged hands.
with golden fringe and decorated with gold"I feared the Guards--imbeciles that many
en tassels. At the far end of the room of them are!---had captured and killid you.
the softened sunlight played on what ap- For hours we have been searching for you.
peared at first to be a great green lizard, Byoa managed to get word to me that you
raised on its haunches, its fore-feet ex- were in the west corridor, but when I visitended, its hideous mouth partly opened, as ted the place I found no trace of you.''
though it saw its prey within reach and was
"Byoa is alive?" Dick cried, happy for
all prepared to hurl itself forward.
Dick the moment in the thought that disaster had
gave a gasp as he slowly approached the spared his brave and trustworthy companion.
lizard and discovered that he was viewing
"Byoa is being held in the castle dunfor the first time the mysterious Jade geon; but shortly I will manage to bring
Throne of the Kingdom of his forefathers'. about his release," returned the Count.
Dick told the Count how he had escaped
The lizard appeared to be carved from a
solid block of jade.
To be seated on this from the corridor through the opening in
strange throne, one would appear to be the ceiling. He did not, however, repeat
literally in the monster's fearful embrace, the conversation he had overheard between
because the seat of the throne was a hollow Arring and Cedric.
He felt that to keep
in the creature's stomach, its wicked-look- this information to himself gave him someing head overhanging the seat thus created, what of an advantage. He knew not what lay
its fore-feet acting as arm-re~ts. Its eyes ahead of him in this strange adventure, and
appeared to be rubies of astonishing size elected to pretend ignorance of certain
and luster.
As Dick regarded the unusual things. He inquired at an early moment:
"Count Monray, is it true that my father
creation it seemed to him that the eyes
blinked at him, then sparkled with renewed was at one time King of this country?"
The question took the Count by surprise,
fire.
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but he quickly regained his composure and
bowing, answered gently:
"Yes; your father was indeed our King."
"And did he voluntarily give up his
throne?" ·· · ·
"Yes, Your Majesty."
Is it · true
"You call me 'Your Majesty'.
that I am to become King of this country,
with the ful 1 approval of ·my father?" The
Count again bowed low. A queer tremor
passed through Dick. "But why did my father
never mention this to me?" he questioned.
Jetta was hovering in the background,
some garments of
busying himself with
quaint design. The Count motioned him from
the · room·, then tur ned to Dick, his face
picturing great agitation.
"Richard, the hour has come when you must
It was
know more of what lies before you.
your father ' s wish that these things be
kept from you until you were in this very
room. This was his chamber, Ri~hard. He
spent many hours here--unhappy hours,in the
main." The man ' s voice trembled as · a picture from out of the past rose before him.
He controlled his emotions and continued:
"I loved your father not as my King, but
as my friend and companion. Quite all the
things that gladdened or troubled him he
confided in me; and when he fled to America
I was the one man in Granzart who was advised of his plans and intentions. Those
plans, Richard, have effected you from
the very hour of your birth. Your father
felt · it his duty to Granzart that he give
you over to the land of his birth and heritage, this when you had arrived at a
suitable age. Through the years that you
have come under his influences he has
been preparing you for the things that
will touch on and shape your life here in
Granzart, as King. He has taught you to be
courageous, for you will need courage of
rare qualities; he has guided you along the
paths in action and thought that lead always to that which is right and just, because as King you will do nothing that is
He has carried
not wholly right and .just.
your thoughts above dread born of superstition, because it was such a dread that
filled his hours with wretchedness and misery. He wanted you to be above such fear.
"Your father, Richard,ascended the throne
as Frazonia III when he was very young and
at a time when the shock of your grandfather's tragic death was weighting his
troubled mind. Your grandfather---Frazonia
II---was found dead, ~sea~ed on the Jade

S

Throne. His face was frozen in death lines
of great terror. This recalled to mind that
your great-grandfather, Frazonia I ; a very
cruel man, had died in the same mysterious
manrier : You cari see how this -~ffected your
father . He was nervous · and · unstrung; and
always he kept before him the thought that
the Jade Throne carried the unending curse
of the sculptor who created it. Your father
was obsessed with the hallucination that
the Jade Throne-sometimes called the Lizard
Throne---was exercising an evil influence
over his life,dulling his judgment in favor
of that · which ·was wicked and unmanly. Yes,
arid your father had the morbid feeling that ·
he would come to death on the Jade Throne,
the same as your grandfather and greatYou can readily see why he
grandfathet.
in time fled to America.
"That happened years ago, Ri chard. And
since that time Granzart has suffered under
the tyranical rule of a cunning, ambitious
hunchback of low birth, Bassio, by name,who
poses as a representative of t _he Commoners.
He calls himself Dictator. He is a villain
of the deepest dye. Those citizens who favor a monarchy are known as the Loyalists.
For years the Loyalists have looked forward
to the time when Gra.nzart would again know
a King, though only a chosen few knew of
your existance. It is generally conceded
throughout the Kingdom that once a descendent of the royal family is placed on the
thrbne the entire nation will rally to his
support, ending Bassio ' s Dictatorship forever. You can see where your duty lies,
Granzart needs you---you alone
Richard.
can save the country of your ancestors and
bring peace and happiness to the great
are suffering
multitude of people who
You have the moral
under Bassio ' s rule.
strength that your father lacked---you have
none of his superstition and ill-founded
fear. The Jade Throne carries no obstacles
Yours is to be a great and glorfor you.
ious reign! Oh, Richard, a wonderful future
And always remember that
lies before you!
I am at your command---my King!"
Throughout the Count ' s long recital, Dick
had listened with a supreme interest. He was fascinated and thrilled. He wanted time
to think the thing over,so had only commonplace questions to ask. Then the Count
Jette came into the room,
left him alone.
very softly, and made it clear to Dick that
he was to don certain garments that had
Dick rebelled at
been laid out for him.
this. He disliked to picture (See page 24.)
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THERE CAME A SHIVERING CRASH!
Out of the black night
it came, down from the ·
frozen north, a silentmoving iceberg, a vast
agent of
destruction.
It hovered in the path
of the on-coming ocean
liner---and
when
the
mighty vessel
crashed
into it, then settled
back shivering , wounded
and slowly sinking, the
air is filled with the
wild wailing cries of
the hundreds of passengers whose lives · are
endangered.
But there is ONE MAN
on board the doomed vessel---the Wireless Operator---who remains cool
even to the end.
He

realizes how much depends on him in this
tragic
moment.
Out
through the air vibrates
his "wireless"
appeal
for immediate help.
At
his elbow the Captain
stands helpless, grimfaced, ghastly. It is a
terrible moment!The huge
vessel
lurches---then
rights itself and sinks
faster and faster.
But
help comes!
It is the
Wireless
Operator who
saves these many lives.
He is the hero of the
hour.
Throughout the
world
the
newspapers
ring with his name.It is
wonderful to be able to
perform such service!

There is Adventure and Profit in Wireless
The above is not an overdrawn case. Only a few
yea.rs this very thing happened on the Atlan~ic, between New York and liverpool.
The same thing may
happen to-morrow. It is the adventure side of the
Wireless Operator's life. Opportunities are always
his to be a hero and perform wonderful deeds.
There is a great demand for Wireless Operators.
On the high seas, in the big city police departments (helping to catch criminals), in Government
service, in mercantile houses, hundreds of good
positions await young men who can qualify as Wireless Operators. Operators receive at the start at
least $100 a month.
A Marine Operator receives
$150 and all expenses paid.
Radio Engineers earn
$6,000 a year.
The United States is now encouraging boys to
study wireless as Amateur Operators, realizing
that the Amateurs of to-day will be the top-notch
Operators of to-morrow. The Governments wants boys
everywhere to "pick up" its _messages on news,
time, crops, and weather reports.
Start to-day to qualify yo~rself for Amateur License. The first step is learning the Continental
Code. I can help you get started in Wireless. A
limited Station can be constructed at little
expense. Write me TO-DAY---enclose a red stamp.

C. K. Dodge,

MAMARoNEcK, NEw YORK.
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Jimmy Becomes

a Plumber

(Continued from page 2.)
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"Jimmy, I'm proud of you!" he said in a
voice that trembled with feeling. Then he
told how Mr. Brickman had called at the
plumbing shop, insisting, in his gratitude,
that he sign his name to a big check for
the boy who had saved his daughte r-' s life.
"I wouldn ' t let him do that, but I did tell
him about that office job you've been wanting, and he ' s going to make a place for you
in his business in BuffaJo. We ' ll miss you,
Jimmy, Mother and I---"
"Oh, Dad!" cried Jimmy, a hot mist stinging his eyes. "I---I don ' t know how to say
what I feel, but I guess I don ' t want a
To be your
white-collar job after all.
partner is worth wearing overalls for---and
I ' m just finding it out."

tell Samson; and if you two ever put your
heart into your work,do it now. Let us show
Brickman that we ' re the people he should do
business with."
Samson and Jimmy put in tense hours -that
day. The water pump was made to function
perfectly, and everything about the pum~
house was set in order before they left.
Jimmy carried the tools to the truck and
was about to climb in when the foreman
inquired:
"Did you pull the motor switch, Jimmy?"
''No, but I wi 11," said Jimmy, starting off
A .flight of stairs. led from
on a dogtrot.
the bluff to the pump house on the beach ,
Our
and as Jimmy came out of the pump house and
(Continued from page 3.)
started up the stairs he was startled to
see a maid from one of the cottages stand- · - - - - - - - - - - - ain't that ALL-STAR pin a beaut, though!"
ing on the topmost step, screaming and
frantically waving toward the lake. He RICHARD SMITH B¥ says it took some persuasion to induce his mother to give him a
turned and observed an upturned canoe a
dollar for a year ' s subscription to our
short distance from shore. A small child
little magazine, but he made her realize
was clinging to the canoe.
much he NEEDED BOY PARTNERS,and right
how
still.
stood
heart
s
'
For an instant Jimmy
he got the dollar! Dick is a mighty
away
It didn't seem possible that the child
friendly boy, just the kind of a fellow
could retain its hold more. than a second or
for~ Pal---we know that from his dandy
two longer. Then,he dashed down the stairs,
letters. He lives in Merced, Calif.
ripping off his overalls and shirt.· Cutting
his shoe strings he kicked off his shoes as
In a
he ran through the shallow water.
AN -EXPLANATION
the
toward
moment he was swiftly swimming
The frightcanoe. He was none too soon.
Through a misunderstanding on the
ened child, a little girl, relaxed her hold
part of the boy artist who is ilBoth went under, but
as he touched her.
lustrating THE BLUE BOTTLE, Melvin
Jimmy took a good grip on her clothing, and
Scott's story, scheduled for this
holding her head out of water struggled to
issue,we are denied an illustration
reach shore. The chattering maid took the
on the cover page. The drawing to
child in her arms as Jimmy dropped panting
be used here did not reach us in
on the beach, and without a word of thanks
So THE BLUE BOTTLE will
time.
ran up the steps and disappeared from view.
appear in a later issue.
"What in Sam Hill---?" began Samson when
Jimmy returned dripping to the truck. The
latter told what had happened and the man
At the
of a sudden appeared thoughtful.
plumbing shop he went about among the workLots of Fun, Partners!
men .telling them that ·Jimmy had saved BricI
The Swiss Warbler Bird Call, just
kman's little daughter from drowning, and I
I
the thing you need to take with you
was a hero. This embarrassed Jimmy in no I
I
different
Imitates
hikes.
your
on
I
BrickMr
observing
small measure; and upon
I
kinds of birds--~brings them close
man drive up in an automobile, he left by I
I
"mealdandy
Makes
inspection.
I· for
the back way for home.
I
time" call. Only 10¢. Order to-day.
When Mr. Craft came home that night there I
I
TERRY RENNA, Taylor, Pa.
was a strange new light in his eyes---a I
light that gave warmth to his manliness.

With

ALL-STAR Partners

---------------------
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County Championship
(Continued from page 9.)

EXPERIMENT WITH CHEMISTRY!

told around that suspicion
rested on the Billings high
school team. The high school
fellows had nothing to do
with it.
Bill, here, will
tell you who is at the bottom of the thing."
The boy called "Bi 11" hung
his ·head, then told Alfred a
rather surpr1s1ng story of
how his older brother had
bet a lot of money on the
ball game, backing Billings.
He was afraid that Alfred
would win the game for Manston, and recogn1z1ng the
star pitcher the afternoon
the latter was in Billings,
he hired his younger brother
and the other two boys to
waylay Alfred and bruise him
so he couldn't go into the
championship game. ·
''I'm glad it wasn't the
Billings high school team,"
was Alfred's happy thought,
as he passed on out of the
field with his team-mates.

C

Florida Scout

Do you realize what fun
it would be to have a
laboratory of your own?
Wouldn't it be great to be
able to blow glass,distill
water,make miniature fountains,and even manufacture
your own sparklers for the
4th of July?
With the M-S Chemistry
Outfit you can safely do
these things as well as
show your friends how illuminating gas is mad e, how
a fire extinguisher works,
etc.
Other
experiments
are The Magic Well, Making
Charcoal,
Invisible
Ink. Outfit postpaid

Don't forget, Partners,
that we print SWELL letterheads----150 for 50¢.
BOY PARTNERS,Beloit,Wis.

~

--= =-~

Every one of · our Chemi cal experi ments is a huma·nger.
With every M-S
Chemi cal Outfit we furnish
an illustrated instruction
book,telling how t o perform these experiments.

$3.75

Circulars describing both outfits free on request.

The Matchett-Steele Co.,

DEPT. B-P, 1AcKsoN, M1cH.

r------·-----,
I

J

Edward Edson says he
could't
spell our
motto,SPIZZIRINCTUM,
in a hundred years.
But you don't need
to SPELL it---just
subscribe
to
the
FLORIDA SCOUT
and
SEE what it means!!
Three months, 10¢.
FLORIDA SCOUT
Willard N. Lumley,
Editor,
Box 325,Sanford,Florida.

And say! Do you take
pictures? Sure! Every boy
does. But how do you print
them? Try the M-S way! No
dark-room,
no
slopping
liquids, no ttouble. You
will be surprised to see
how easy it is. $15.00 in
prizes for best pictures.
Complete
Photo
Print Outfit only 35ctS

Your

Photo

ON STAMP STICKERS.
THE KIND THAT
PLEASE.
25 FOR 50¢.
EXTRA LARGE.

·I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Want good honest boy
agents.
Pay good
commission. Mention
BOY PARTNERS and get
big
book
magic,
songs, stories etc.
and 10
fine post
cards FREE with your
first
order
for
stamp photos. Send
good photo to copy.

S T UDI 0
Box B-P,
Waverly, Ohio.

p I KE

- L------------J

The DANDY

Collection
100
different
dandy
foreign stamps, mostly all
UNUSED. Big beautiful UNUSED
stamps from Chile, Austria,
Volta, Nicaragua, Senegal,
Ukraine,Turkey, Albania,Ceylon, Congo, Belgium,Montenegro, etc. Each set only 25¢.
You'll come back for more!

Earl H. Hughes
313 Chicago St., Peoria,Ill.
50¢ a Year-25¢ Half Year
THE P E R I S COP E
Scoutdom's biggest. 16
?xll pages each month.
Jim McDougall LSC,
1215 29th Ave. ,
San Francisco, Calif.

B O Y
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With Trevor Taylor
Being a column
ness,
Taylor,

prepared

P A R T -N E R S

LOOK H~RE, PARTNERS!!

of foolishby

Trevor

79 Montague Place,

Montclair, New Jersey.

There was a young feliow
on 3rd, •
Who from
his base ne'er
would have strd;
But the coach with a shout,
Yelled for him to start out,
So he flew for home-plate
· like a brd.
BOY, PAGE THE LEATHER TRUST!
(Brentwood, Cal. , "News . ")
Clarence Shoemaker, Mrs.
Shoemaker,
and
daughter
Betty, spent the day with
Mr. and Mrs. Tanner.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q~ What did Charley Chaplin
play in before movies were
invented?
A. His own backyard.
THE -FEED:STORE TWINS
(jefferson, Wis., "Banner.")
Henry Hay and Bert Straw
of Allis spent the day here.
A toothpick will be awarded by the editor of this
column for the first contrib
giving the name of scout appearing on the · front cover.
If you don't know his name
suggest one!
A guy I hate
is Johnny Jute;
When I '-m in bed,
he plays his flute.
A guy ·I like
is Jimmy Sike;
He always _lets me
- ·ride -· his bike.
Partners, send me at above
address your crazy rhymes
and odd newspaper clippings.
'At a-boy! Thanks! Treve.

Ever hear of THE MONTHLY CHAT?----that big 10" x 13"
size, dollar-a-year magazine, containing s ome dandy
stories and articles on Stamps,
Coins, Amateur
Journ~lism, Mail Order Business, Chickens, Pigeons·,
Rabbi~s, Cavies, etc.
JUST THE MONTHLY YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOR
To introduce THE MONTHLY CHAT to the readers of
BOY PARTNERS, we will accept your subscription at
50¢ a year, and besides, send you 25 postmarks, 50
Postage Stamps, 10 Postcards, and a BIG MAIL for One
Year. SEND THAT HALF DOLLAR NOW. This offer made
for a short time only. Address:

----- - -- The !YJonfh_
ly Chat
The Chat Bldg., 366 West 120th St. ,New . Yor~ _City, N.Y.
_- ( Sample c·opy io¢; ..n.one fre·e.)

r-------~----, r------------,
Wanted, 8
II a STAMPS 8 I

L------·-----.J

I I can show you a
I good line of apI provals if _ you
a
spend
50¢ . at
I_
time.
Apprqvals
I
I with premium for
I
am
I reference.
pleasing many, why
I not you?
I
I Royal Vankirk
I
..
I 2527 Kingsbury Road,
I _La ~~rte, _I__ndiana.
L~-~-- ... ______ .J

Lone Scout Junior

You're Missing

BOYS AND GIRLS TO REPRESENT US. NO INVESTMENT; NOTHING TO SELL.
Some of our boys
are making $4.00
to $5.00 per day.
Send 2¢ stamp for
full particulars.
WALTER
HAYCOOK,
120 S. 7th St. ,
Cambridge, Ohio .

.,

------ ------- ------ ------If you tell us the name
of the Scout in LONE
SCOUT HANDBOOK, pages 17
and 21 ;this famous Tribe
Paper (chartered) will
visit you five months.
Four months,if you guess
wrong.Send that dime to:

You sure
will be
missing
something
if you miss the next
i§sue of THE TEXAS
SCOUT.
Subscriptio_n , . --_50¢ a year.

Walter Conley, Editor,
1154 Demphle, Dayton,Ohio.

~THE TEXAS SCOUT, Dept.E,
4235 Newton, Dallas,Texas.

Something

------ - ------ ------ -------
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CLASSIFIED ADS

THE RATE for advertising under this
heading is two cents per word. Each
initial or group of figures counts as
one word, and the name and address
must be counted.

NEW DISPLAy RATES

EFFECTIVE with the September issue
the display advertising rates will
be reduced 50%, New rates: $15 the full
page; 50¢ the column inch.
There is a
limit of 20 words to the inch.

II
I
I
I
I

L-----------------------------------.J
r------ ------,
I

FOR SALE

I

L------- -----..J

"WINNER BICYCLE IN GOOD CONdition. $15.00.
Bargain.
Norval Aslin, Camas, Wash.
CONN CORNET WITH CASE AND
mute for sale cheap. Also
set of Hawkins Electrical
Guides, and a Royal typewriter. Write:Joseph Bartol,
Ceresco St., Berlin, Wisc.
"DAISY" AIR RIFLE
$2.00;
~team engine $1.50. Hiram
Evans,
716
Ct.,
Grand
Davenport, Iowa.
HEY! BEST BIDS TAKES; ONE
good 17-jewel Swiss movement
Enica wrist watch; one fine
Chautauqua art desk; one new
catcher's mask;
150 back
copies LONE SCOUT. Quick!
Donald
R. Hoffman,
2402
Gilead, Zion, Ill.

BACK COPIES OF "BOYS' MAGA~INE"; printing press, etc.
Interested?
Write: Orvin
Herschberger, Greentown,Ind.
SELF-INKING 2 X 3 PRINTING
press,type, supplies;slight ly used; $4.00.
Write:
R.L.Cole, Boston, N.Y.

REMINGTON
REPEATING RIFLE
with peep sights.
Robert
Griffith, Camas, Wash.

32-20 .REPEATING RIFLE, USED,
but in good shooting condition. $12.00.
Jasper
Griffith, Camas, Wash.
· - - - -- - -- - - - ~
A NUMBER OF WIRELESS AND
electrical instruments and
other articles for sale.Send
for free list. John Datsko,
1409 Gilmore Ave. ,Donora,Pa.

r-----------,I
I
MISCELLANEOUS

L------- -----.J
WIRELESS : WANT
HONEYCOMBS
from 1500 up, also mounting,
state make, winding. Burrell
Mitchell, Camas, Wash.

MOVIE FILMS 1¢ A FOOT. SEND
stamp for list.
X Sales
Co., West Haven, Conn.
FOR A 2¢ STAMP I WILL SEND
you free "How to Make Rubber
Stamps." You will also get a
big magazine and big mail
one time. 'Nuf sed! Terry
Renna, 926
W. Oak St.,
Taylor, Pa.

GEE WHIZ!
I HAVEN'T GOT A
printing press for sale, as
my ad in the July BOY PARTREGULATION
FOOTBALL, PRICE NERS stated.
Our good pal
$6.00. Printing press,price, Edward Edson made a mistake
$3.00. Send for my price and got my ad under the
lists.
Paul
Southern, wrong classification. I WANT
Bloomfield, Iowa.
a printing press and my ad
should have been:
BOOKS; FICTION
AND MAGIC
WANTED: Small hand press
cheap.
Send
for list.
and outfit at reasonable
Adrian Puls, Jackson, Mo.
price. John Palmer Jr.,

1506 West
tead, Pa.

St.,

Homes-

-----------We're Sorry, John
Yep, we're sorry, John,
that we dufunnied your
ad and was the cause of
about a hundred
good
Partners
flooding you
with letters wanting to
buy something you didn't
have for sale. The real
trouble lies in the PULLING POWER of our little
magazine;and if a Jot of
our Partners
knew as
much as YOU do about the
pulling
power of BOY
PARTNERS we'd be flooded
with ads like you were
with "replies." But, at
that, some of our wise
Partners ARE in on the
secret.
In
September
FLORIDA SCOUT jumps to a
great big display ad.
The Editor writes: "Our
ads in BOY PARTNERS pay
better than any other
magazine, averaging as
good, even, as
LONE
SGOUT."
Edward Lovick
says: "Received my magazine yesterday and two
replies to my ad. Quick
work!
I put two ads
in---- ,one classified,
one display, and never
got a reply. I'll say
OUR
magazine
pulls!"
Adrian
Puls
cleared
$1.50 on the magazines
he sold as the result
of a small ad.

-------------
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15 COLORED JAPANESE VIEWS,
25¢. Poca Co., 4616 · Lawler,
Chicago, · Ill.

QUALITY PRINTING. 100 WHITE
wove
envelopes , 40¢.
100
ruled Jetterheads,50¢. Postpaid. Money refunded if not
satisfied.
Rupert Hicks,
Brent, Ala.

PARTNERS, DISREGARD OUR AD
on page 21 relat i ve to the
printing
of
letterheads.
Until we have more spare
time we will be unable to
handle
such
work.
BOY
PARTNERS, Beloit, Wisc.

HIGHEST BIDDER BY SEPTEMBER
30th gets penny with hole,
1852.
Edith Hancock, Route
30, Zionville, Ind.

r------------,
I
I

EXPLOSIVE "BINGOES"-----10¢
(coin).
Wowie!
Fun?
Novelties,
Columbia
3816
Wilton, _Chicago, Ill.

WANTED: STORIES, ARTICLES,
all kinds of contributions
for
Tribe
Paper, SILVER
EAGLE.
Meredith Kinsman,
Gillett, Pa.

WAR SOUVENIERS.
2 LARGE
pieces of Government airplane wings and propeller
only 10¢.
Wilton Garrison,
412 E.Main, Easley, S.C.
SIDE SHOW TRICKS EXPOSED.
For sale cheap.
Onl y a few
left.
Price, 10¢.
John
Missick, Vanport, Pa.
BOYS! YOU
selling
compound.
10¢.
Dept. 14,

CAN MAKE BIG MONEY
WASH-ALL
washing
Working outfit,
Everard
Willson,
Wilton, Mass.

PUBLICATIONS .

L------------..1

COLLECTORS!
4 BACK COPIES
of THE HAYSEED, 5¢. George
F. Compton Jr., Lapeer,Mich.
LIVE STORIES! FULL OF INTERest! Many special articles .
Boys, r ead THE PRESS,a boy's
magazine. Special offer, 20¢
for 6 months. Subscribe now.
J. Douglas Gregory , Southern
Pines, N.C.

r----- - -----,

I
STAMPS
L----- _____ _.I

POLANDS FOR SALE CHEAP. 10
20 mark,
mark, 10 cts.
20 cts. Approvals sent upon
receipt
of
references.
Ashland Stamp Co., Box 183,
Ashland, Pa.
STAMPS FOR SALE CHEAP. WRITE
John Missick, Vanport, Pa.

Here's a Real

8

Bargain!

8

$1.25 IN BOOKS, NOVELTIES AND- MAGAZINE
FOR ONLY 40¢!
3 months subscription to THE STAR
monthly, full of
pep and news - - 1 ~ight game sheet 1 smallest bible
on earth - - - - 15 postcards and
views - - - - - 1 book Photo Fads
and Camera Kinks 1 Swiss bird call 6 card tricks and
sample card - - 1 rubber stamp instructions
Your name on . my~•··
mailing list 3
-

-

...!....

..!...

.25
.10
.15
.10
.25
.10
.10
.10

months - - - - - - .10
ADVICE rs CHEAP---YET OFTEN BONANZA BARGAIN OFFER---51
Any of the above- can be
priceless.
It is our stock di fferent stamps,also packet
bought separate1y or all
in trade. We advise you what of five unusued , Chi na ship
at one time at the specscarce
animal
spare-time
business suits set, two
ial price of 40 cts. -U.S.
you best.
This service is stamps, large $1.00
T E RRY RENNA
free,so kindly inclose stamp revenue, perforation gauge ,
with inquiry.
Cassisanian millimetre scale, ruler and 926 W. Oak St., Taylor, Pa.
lists. Finest
apAdvertising
Agency ,
Red price
·provals; British Colonies,
Lodge, Mont.
etc., large discounts.
All
COINS, 10¢.
20 for 9¢. Fennell Stamp Co.,
3 FOREIGN
postcards, 10¢. Magi c enve- Dept. E, Ful le rton Bldg. , himself in a jacket with
biscuit-like sleeves,wearing
lope, 8¢. All, 25¢.
Price St. Louis , Mo.
white silk
stockings and
list, 3¢.
Luther -Clark,
slippers
with
huge buckles.
ALL
DIFFERENT
200,
25¢;
300,
Aynor, S.C.
Yet
Jetto
·gravely
stated
1 , 000 ,
50¢ ; .
500 , $ 1. 00 ;
Fred L. Onken, 630 this was expected of him.
ENVELOPES, LETTERHEADS,CALL- $3.00.
ing cards.
100 for 50¢. 79th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Continued in September issue
free.
Garbers
Samples
of BOY PARTNERS
ADVERTISE IN BOY PARTNERS!
Printery, Parsons, W. Va.

----- - ------The Jade Throne

